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Abstract
The extractive logic of Big Data-driven technology and knowledge production has raised serious concerns. While most criticism initially focused on the impacts on Western societies, attention is now increasingly turning to the consequences for communities in the Global South. To date, debates have focused on private-sector activities. In this article, we start from the conviction that publicly funded knowledge and technology production must also be scrutinized for their potential neocolonial entanglements. To this end, we analyze the dynamics of collaboration in an European Union-funded research project that collects data for developing a social platform focused on diversity. The project includes pilot sites in China, Denmark, the United Kingdom, India, Italy, Mexico, Mongolia, and Paraguay. We present the experience at four field sites and reflect on the project’s initial conception, our collaboration, challenges, progress, and results. We then analyze the different experiences in comparison. We conclude that while we have succeeded in finding viable strategies to avoid contributing to the dynamics of unilateral data extraction as one side of the neocolonial circle, it has been infinitely more difficult to break through the much more subtle but no less powerful mechanisms of paternalism that we find to be prevalent in data-driven North–South relations. These mechanisms, however, can be identified as the other side of the neocolonial circle.
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Introduction
In recent years, there have been growing concerns about the extractive logic of data-driven technology and knowledge production. While the initial focus was on the impacts on Western societies, scholars are increasingly studying the consequences for countries and communities in the Global South.1 With data being traded as “the new oil,” some commentators have gone so far as to call the prevailing dynamics neocolonial and imperialistic (Ricaurte, 2019; Varon and Peña, 2021; Zembylas, 2021). While imperialist and neocolonial dynamics are most evident with view on the activities of powerful private companies, we argue that publicly funded research projects that bring together partners from the Global South and North also need to be scrutinized through the lens of this critique. By this, we do not mean to say that these projects intentionally pursue extractivist interests (Taylor and Broeders, 2015). Nevertheless, they tend to contribute to or are part of culturally and structurally embedded neocolonialism. For example, it can be observed that while the main goal in European Union (EU)-funded research needs to be benevolent towards a greater public good, the gains made often end up flowing in mostly one direction (Ricaurte, 2019;...
United Nations, 2021). This can lead to an impoverishment of research in partner countries outside the EU, as experience and data are siphoned off, and hardly any contribution is made to solving local problems and strengthening local research capacities (Armenteras, 2021). This practice is attributed to what is described as “helicopter,” “parachute,” or downright “colonial” science (Belhabib, 2021; Dalton et al., 2016; Vos, 2020).

The project that inspired this article, in our analysis, operates at precisely this intersection of benevolent but unequal collaboration, struggling with not replicating the above-described practices. It is situated in the context of data-driven technology and knowledge production. In this article, we analyze the dynamics of North–South collaboration in the project, thereby presenting a conceptual analysis that deviates from the official research agenda. This analysis was inspired by a project partner who joined the team at a later stage when most landmark design decisions had already been taken. That partner worked in the capacity of an embedded ethicist. Upon joining the project, the new team member stimulated a (self-)critical conversation about persistent inequalities in collaboration. This conversation involved half of the project partners, including the design team located in Denmark, the data analysis team in Switzerland, and some of the associated partners conducting the pilot studies, including in Paraguay, Mexico, and India. As part of our collective reflection and corresponding background research, we arrived at the conviction that many of our challenges seem symptomatic of some broader trends and issues in current data-driven research. With this in mind, we systematized our experiences towards this joint research paper.

At the heart of the project bringing us together was the vision to create a digital platform that connects users who want to solve tasks or questions by leveraging the diversity of their communities. By focusing on diversity, the WeNet-project responds to recent criticism of the so-called “filter bubble” and “echo chamber” effects (Bruns, 2019; Pariser, 2012). In contrast to similarity-based matching algorithms, the goal of the project was to develop a platform that enables machine-mediated social interactions between individuals who differ in their traits and competencies and may thus complement each other productively. This is where the project’s conceptual approach comes in. This approach goes beyond cosmetic understandings of diversity, enriching flat demographic categories with more profound sociological and psychological ones. Reflecting this understanding, in WeNet, diversity is defined as social practices. These are routines of human behavior that many members of a community enact while still maintaining individual differences. Through extensive representation in data sets, the longer-term goal is to develop self-learning algorithms capable of matching user queries automatically based on constantly updated profiles.

The envisioned approach requires that the diversity of users is reflected in the data. Data-based profiling is hence vital to the project idea. Accordingly, the bulk of the work revolves around populating user profiles with data collected through self-reporting (surveys), mobile sensors, and geolocation (I-Log), as well as by engaging them as test users of a chat application. This application has been implemented in three consecutive pilot studies. As a result, extraordinarily rich and valuable data sets on people’s skills, psychological make up, and behavior are being produced.

The test users are university students. To reflect diversity also in terms of geolocation, pilot sites are spread around the globe, including China, Denmark, Great Britain, India, Italy, Mexico, Mongolia, and Paraguay. This is where a neocolonial critique becomes relevant. While the leaders of the European pilot sites receive full funding for designing and conducting the pilots, this is not the case for the associated partners. Their budget is either nonexistent or very small and limited to carrying out the pilots the EU partners have designed. This circumstance makes the situation substantially asymmetric. The imbalance does not only concern the cultural diversity at play, which makes the appropriateness of a one-size-fits-all design developed from a European perspective doubtful (Helm et al., 2021). Moreover, power asymmetries between European and Global South partners are also not trivial given the economic and epistemological value of the generated data sets operated and stored by the European partners but derived from international pilot sites.

In this constellation, both the associated- and the EU partners find themselves in a complicated situation, as they are both caught in the logic of data capitalism (Sadowski, 2019). This logic pressures them to reproduce certain practices that have become standard in data-driven research and innovation: scalability thinking, preference for one-size-fits-all solutions over customized ones, time pressure and competition. But there are also ways to counter these trends. By focusing on diversity, taking an interdisciplinary approach, including ethicists in the core team, and collaborating as closely as possible with partners from the Global South, not just in the gathering but also analyzing data, the present project goes to great lengths to leverage existing margins and opportunities to practice a value-centered alternative. Please note that in highlighting our efforts, this article does not go as far as claiming to be part of a broader and more substantive decolonial movement. Instead, it discusses strategies for engaging in data-driven, transnational research constellations in the context of hegemonic structures but in ways that avoid reproducing neocolonial dynamics, which we identify to be consisting first and foremost of a combination of extractivist and paternalistic dynamics.

To do so, we proceed as follows: First, we provide an overview of recent studies and conceptual works addressing
the challenges of transcontinental data-driven research under postcolonial technoscience (Anderson, 2002). This serves to clarify the structures in which the discussed project is situated and needs to be assessed against. Based on the conceptual clarifications, we develop a model, visualizing the interplay of extractivism and paternalism at the intersection of transcontinental research and datafication. We then zoom in on four pilot sites. After presenting the pilots in depth, we offer a comparative analysis of the different observations. Based on this analysis, we reflect on viable strategies found to avoid the hegemonic dynamics of the unilateral data mining as one side of the neocolonial circle. In contrast, we show why it has been infinitely more difficult to break through the much more subtle but no less powerful mechanisms of paternalism, to which we refer as the other side of the neocolonial circle.

**Related works and conceptual background**

The following section serves to situate the present project within the larger Big Data and design discourse to add a more nuanced classification to the blunt juxtaposition of the Global North and South. In doing so, we contribute to existing analyses of the logic by which power-saturated data practices influence public financing instruments, corresponding design decisions, private sector strategies, global inequalities, and local dynamics. To this end, we first differentiate between an approach that uses the term data colonialism to describe a new variant of capitalism and one that conceives of data colonialism as a continuation of historical colonialism - by different means. This helps to understand better the meaning ascribed to data in today’s world and the standards by which data collection activities are evaluated. Second, we go into more detail about how our funding instrument influenced the design of the project, gave us room to maneuver, but also constrained us, and thus had a significant impact on our collaboration and outcomes. Finally, we address some design concepts that have influenced our approach. These serve as a normative compass, against which we now critically examine our work, than implemented practice.

**Data capitalism and data colonialism**

The importance of data has changed dramatically with digitization. More specifically, the last three decades have seen an intensification of a long-standing tendency toward the capitalist valorization of information (Castells, 2009). In the private sector, data has become a monetizable resource and, in some cases, even a currency. In science, data have always been indispensable. They form the coagulated empirical foundation upon which truth claims are built. Here, we ask what implications the changing role of data in the private sector has in the way scientific projects are conceived and, more specifically, what implications this has for North–South partnerships within such projects. If scientific projects are now more than ever measured by not only the quality but also the size of the data sets they produce or gain access to (Staunton et al., 2021): how does this affect the way we work together?

At least to some extent, academic research is implicated in the extractive logic of data capitalism (Sadowski, 2019). This logic has become so aggressive that some argue it can best be understood through the logic of colonialism. To coin this observation, (Thatcher et al., 2016) introduced the term data colonialism, which was taken up by (Coulardy and Mejias, 2019). Data colonialism is described here as the normalization of the exploitation of people through data, similar (but not the same!) as historical colonialism appropriated territory and resources and dominated subjects for profit. In this understanding, the “colonizers” are not so much Western imperialist countries invading the South but powerful tech companies exploiting all kinds of users.

Recognizing the need for a nuanced perspective regarding the different socio-institutional contexts of data collection, let us further include those voices that have argued against the instrumentalization of the concept of colonialism in this context. First, it has been pointed out that it is inappropriate to compare the domination of private tech companies to colonial relations. While colonial relations were based on a necropolitics of physical violence and murder, political and economic domination through technology, while undesirable, fortunately, does not involve the same genocidal practices (Benjamin, 2019). Second, the generalized focus has been criticized for downplaying the struggles of marginalized populations and making it seem as if we live in a global data community where there is no difference between the impact on communities in the Global North and South (Arora, 2016). However, a closer look at our project context vividly illustrates that significant differences must be considered, both in the productive sense of diversity and in the destructive sense of power imbalances. To what extent are these differences accounted for in research and innovation collaboration? What measures are useful?

Following the critical view of the North–South axis of inequality, so-called Data for Development projects, which are situated at the intersection of research and development, have also been scrutinized (Daniels et al., 2019; Scheltenz and Pawelec, 2022). The project discussed here resembles this category in many ways, especially with regard to the paternalistic attitudes common in this field (Hilbert, 2016). In paternalistic relationships, the authority figure or governing body assumes a position of superiority over those targeted as the object of development. Drawing on political philosophy, in which paternalism refers to a form of social behavior characterized by an authority figure or governing body making decisions or taking actions on behalf of others to promote their welfare or
protect them from harm (Mill, 1859: chapter IV), the concept has been mobilized for a critical analysis of the development sector, which today is increasingly data-driven (Anwaar et al., 2016). Paternalism is problematic here because it undermines the agency of individuals and/or autonomy of communities (Dworkin, 1972) and perpetuates or even reinforces existing power asymmetries between countries in the Global South and North. By the latter generating knowledge about the former and then using that knowledge to tell the former what is best for them, historically grown relationships of dependency are likely to be maintained (Madianou, 2019; Taylor and Broeders, 2015).

Having outlined these interwoven perspectives on the political-economic significance of data with a focus on capitalism on the one hand and neocolonial relations on the other, we proceed from an understanding that we believe combines the analytical advantages of both. While we acknowledge the conceptual advantages of a perspective critical of capitalism, breaking down the North–South dualism and focusing instead on the extractive and invasive logic of a particular kind of data economy that arguably does not stop at scientific enterprise and extends its demands to the public sector, we also believe that we need to pay particular attention to the North–South axis of inequality. Against this backdrop, we now examine the EU-funding instruments, which have played an important role in shaping our collaboration and which we believe cannot be evaluated in isolation from their postcolonial baggage.

**Intercontinental collaborations in the EU-context**

EC-funded research undoubtedly has numerous advantages. Yet, it also comes with constraints, especially regarding North–South collaboration. In the present project, we took it as our challenge to identify margins and opportunities that can be leveraged to make collaboration as equal as possible.

Regarding advantages, the commitment to European values is most notable (European Commission, 1999). This commitment entails a range of practical consequences that imply strong protections for research participants and the affected public. This is especially pertinent since the General Data Protection Regulation came into force (European Commission, 2019). In addition, there is the public benefit orientation that must be demonstrated. Finally, numerous quality assurance mechanisms are in place to prevent fraud, manipulation of results, as well as nepotism among scientists and reviewers. All of these are genuine benefits, but they also operate on a safe harbor model, which implies that they are geared toward the European population but do not always necessarily benefit the rest of the world (Arora, 2019; Wetzling et al., 2021). Furthermore, it must be noted that the EU’s ‘pro-active equality action’ requirements relate solely to analyzing the impacts of a given project on women but not on, as clearly relevant in the given example, associated partners from the Global South and their communities.

A major obstacle to equitable collaboration is that most EC-funded research projects are carried out with a short-term time horizon. This is not only a problem for interdisciplinary research projects (Felt, 2022), but also for intercontinental ones, as meeting the needs of different locations requires conducting multiple in-depth studies over longer periods involving local experts. This requires time to coordinate and share data, results, and ideas. In addition, intercontinental projects need to accommodate different time zones, vacation schedules, and greater distances. Not to mention the sensitivity it takes to deal with cultural diversity. In this context, it is not only the EC-funding context that exerts pressure but also the incentive mechanisms for researchers at EC universities that expect multiple parallel projects to be solicited and that judge their staff on individual performance rather than collective achievements (Müller, 2012).

The biggest obstacle to collaboration at eye level is the asymmetrical funding situation. Although collaboration with associated partners from non-EU countries is explicitly desired (e.g. to promote data diversity and increase global impact), they can usually only receive limited funding, if any European Commission (2022). This, in turn, depends on bilateral agreements between the EU and non-EU countries. In our context, this has led not only to inequalities between EU partners and associated partners but also to inequalities among non-EU partners, with some receiving support and others not. These inequalities are clearly reflected in the quality of the results achieved. Of those that did receive funding, the money was generally allocated exclusively to operational activities such as data collection and travel to project meetings. At the same time, the actual research and analysis was not supported. Another problem is the uneven distribution of authority. While the associated research partners can actively participate in project consortium discussions, thereby contributing to decision-making processes, they can do so only unofficially since, ultimately, “the consortium is responsible for the proper execution of the tasks carried out by the associated partners (proper quality, timely delivery, etc.)” (European Parliament, 2021: 99). While this negation of authority and responsibility on the part of the associated partners is plausible from an insurance perspective, it is also highly problematic when viewed in a broader historical context. Indeed, as we will argue below, this constellation makes it almost impossible not to reproduce power asymmetries and paternalistic relations that still exist between Europe and its former colonies.

On a more general level, requirements to demonstrate the economic relevance of research and innovation projects are often in tension with considering the different sensitivities, worldviews, vulnerabilities, and constraints of the
communities involved and/or addressed (both inside and outside the EU). This is primarily because economic relevance is often understood as synonymous with smooth market integration based on rapid up-scaling potential (Pfotenhauer et al., 2021). Scaling data sets to promote diversity in automated matching may well be beneficial, such as in creating richer data sets that enable better/fairer performance of collaborative filtering (Deldjoo et al., 2023). However, rapid demands for upscaling are detrimental for a project that seeks to work on par with diverse communities if it is used to replicate the same pilot (ethics, rules, processes, forms of engagement, etc.) to be more efficient and create comparable data sets and thus use cases that can be abstracted from local contexts. To clarify the difference, Anna Tsing differentiates between scalable and meaningful diversity, observing a tendency for the former to often be privileged in the face of prevailing industry and market demands. In contrast, she argues that the value of “non-scalable diversity,” that is, “diversity that changes things,” should be weighted more heavily than scalable diversity, where only that which can easily fit into existing designs and standards is accepted (Tsing, 2012). Her argument is part of a more general debate that emphasizes the situatedness of knowledge and problematizes universalist claims and their broader implications (Haraway, 1988; Harding, 1995; Jasanoﬀ, 2006; Tsing, 2004). Although these anti-universalist arguments are not limited to North–South research collaborations, they are particularly relevant in this context.

Rather than emphasizing the importance of working toward locally signiﬁcant but small-scale solutions that are co-designed by culturally and politically diverse communities and thus reﬂective of their needs, recent EC research programs have been ﬂagged in the name of “grand societal challenges.” This way of formulating research agendas implies a preference for scalable top-down solutions, whether intentionally or not. Projects like the one discussed here fall under the category of technology-assisted “social innovation,” which traditionally focuses on bottom-up dynamics and local alternatives rather than huge technocratic interventions (Musa and Rodin, 2016). As such, they should be evaluated and not made dependent on market-driven scaling imperatives, as is not exclusively but partly the case in current EC evaluation practices.

Ethnocentric versus pluriversal design

Seeking to overcome the extractivist and paternalistic logics of data-driven research and innovation, currently dominating private sector activities, in our joint project work, we self-critically ask ourselves: What alternative modes of project, technology, and service design are available, in how far are we taking them into account and if not, what might be the reasons for that?

Costanza-Chock’s (2020) call for design justice is path-breaking here, as is Fry’s concept of “deﬁturing.” Both expose how patronizing, top-down design processes take the diversity of futures away (Fry, 2020: 238). Fry suggests an alternative route, grounded in a relational way of designing for, by and with the Global South (Fry, 2017: 26). He describes methods of designing that break with epistemological imperialism by selectively redirecting its value: designing that integrates activism and local needs and brings human–nonhuman materialities together. According to Fry, the problems and prospects of the Global South urgently require departing from the scalability mindset described above. Instead, pluriversality should be the benchmark. By this, we mean striving not towards a “one-world-world” (Escobar, 2017, 2018), but rather, to say it in the words of the Zapatista: a world where many worlds ﬁt. Being conceptualized as such, pluriversality goes beyond the idea of tolerance of different approaches, which starts from one speciﬁc position, for example the European one. Instead, pluriversality is decen-tral (Mignolo, 2012).

Drawing on the struggles of autonomy movements in Latin America, Escobar’s (2017) autonomous-led design framework proposes a practice for alternative world-making in line with pluriversality. Such an approach is relevant for imagining new collective futures both in the Global South and North. At the centre is a renewed notion of communality, relationality and territory (Escobar, 2017, 2018). According to Escobar, the primary goal is to realize the communal in ways that create new essentials for the community’s persistent self-creation and relationship with local territory (Escobar, 2017). From this understanding, autonomy-led design is a counter-response to top-down ethnocentric design and data extraction and an invitation to a design practice attuned to the relational dimensions of life and more ethical ways of collaborating (Milan and Trere, 2019). From this perspective, the pluriversal design project is incomplete and an ongoing process of “unlearning and re-learning to see the world” (Schultz et al., 2018: 97).

While these ideas and concepts sound promising and, if implemented, can certainly contribute to true social innovation, we encounter limitations when putting them into practice. Institutional and political discourses on diversity and inclusion are often disconnected from design practice, quickly leading to inconsistencies when implementing intercontinental projects. Although participatory and co-design approaches are lauded, we find that practice often falls short, not because the approaches themselves are ﬂawed, but because the conditions under which they are carried out are more than sub-optimal.

Graphical model: Circle of extraction and paternalism

The following model (Figure 1) summarizes the previous three subsections. It visualizes specifically those circular
dynamics between EU-funded research and partners from the Global South that we aim to avoid contributing to. It forms the background against which we evaluate our experiences.

How are these considerations reflected in concrete practice?

Within the WeNet-project, the Danish partner coordinated the pilots and designed the application that ran on top of the WeNet-platform. The pilots were planned in three iterations over four years and across different pilot sites: Aalborg University in Denmark (AAU), the London School of Economics in the United Kingdom (LSE), the University of Trento in Italy, the National University of Mongolia, and the Universidad Católica in Paraguay (UC), Aamrita University in India, Jilin University in China, and the Instituto Potosino in Mexico.

Each pilot iteration informed the subsequent one while ideally providing enough data to the technical partners to develop the needed algorithms to learn the different social practices in the students’ communities. The pilots consisted of three data collection phases through different means: a survey, a sensing application Zeni et al. (2014) and a chat-application developed by the project. Table 1 summarizes the number of participants versus the total number of invitations sent in each pilot’s site’s different data collection phases.

Because the project was funded under a research and innovation line, it was clear from the outset that the success of the pilots and, ultimately, the project would depend on the amount of data collected, that is, the number of students participating and the duration of their engagement, and that the project would be evaluated on whether it could be “scaled up.” However, this both economic and technical requirements conflicted with the ethico-political goal of accounting for and collaborating with a diversity of cultural contexts and applications in each country. This created the risk that the desired large data sets would not materialize, and thus robust and generalizable algorithms could not be trained because the individual data sets would be too diverse.

Apart from these ethico-political tensions, the request of scaling up also appeared as a mismatched challenge for a research project in which the developed application served as a technical probe and was not actually meant to take the shape of a product ready for marketing and sale. This, however, turned out to appear as one of the key criteria of project evaluation.

Two other constraints limited the design space: first, the tight timeframe of such a complex project (which was also influenced by the pandemic affecting the different pilot sites differently), and second, the fact that the budget for the development activities was strongly focused on one European partner, which meant that there were not enough resources to develop different applications for the different contexts and needs.

Given these constraints, the Danish partner, at the prompting of the ethics partner and in agreement with the rest of the consortium, decided to develop an application that could be used in the different pilots to address a pressing need in a global pandemic: a chat application through which students could connect in moments of struggle and isolation. With this application, students could help and support each other while exploring the diversity of their community and benefitting from the different skills, competencies, and values that the algorithms could leverage.

All pilot sites found this scenario and the associated app relevant. Despite limited or no funding, all local pilot partners contributed to the co-design of the app, the profiling of the students, and the development of the data collection tools that would be used to evaluate the students’ experiences subsequently. Nevertheless, the development process was friction-ridden and complex, largely because of the need to balance the needs of technical partners, who had to meet their predetermined research agenda under pressure to scale, and those who did the grassroots work at the pilot sites and were primarily concerned with the needs of their local communities.

After analyzing the lessons learned from the first two iterations of the pilot, all stakeholders recognized the need to design the third iteration in a way that allowed the

---

**Table 1. Participants across pilots’ locations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Survey</th>
<th>I-Log</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1546/13,403</td>
<td>28/193</td>
<td>22/193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>5061/21,653</td>
<td>151/350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>491/2843</td>
<td>24/46</td>
<td>34/46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
non-European pilots to work more autonomously on their scenario and application with the support of the consortium. This was possible thanks to the commitment of some pilots who actively contributed their opinions to the consortium meetings and then independently selected a relevant scenario to work on in pilot three and adapted the application accordingly.

As exemplary cases, in the following, the supervisors of the pilots from Denmark, Paraguay, Mexico, and India provide their perspective on the data collection process, positioning themselves in relation to power dynamics and reflecting on challenges, progress, achievements, and (missed) opportunities.

**The Denmark pilot**

As explained in the previous paragraph, the AAU team, compared to the Associated Partners, has a privileged position in terms of decision-making and implementation powers in the Consortium. Moreover, as a European partner, the AAU has a full budget for hiring staff and covering all expenses related to the research activities.

Despite its privileged position, the AAU faced challenges mainly due to the technically dominated nature of the collaboration and the funding instruments.

The student induction process was designed to replicate the consolidated process at another European pilot site. At the outset, participants were asked to complete an extensive survey and then use the I-Log application to collect data from various sensors, with limited customization depending on the pilot context. In Denmark, however, the number of collaborators was lower than expected. A cultural difference may have played a role: Danish students are not used to working on long surveys. They also feel free not to collaborate on research activities proposed by their professors. Therefore, local adaptation seems necessary not only on the content level but also in the design of the recruitment process.

In general, the Danish team questioned the planned top-down procedure both in general and specifically due to the diversity orientation of the project. Given the top-down approach, missed opportunities were also pointed out by the Danish students in the field, who are very sensitive to the problems of data capitalist models. They would have appreciated the data being shared within the community and working with it themselves. Although the value of the data was immediately apparent to all, due to the now widespread skepticism, more work should have been done to be transparent about how the data gathered by the I-Log sensors were transformed into meaningful insights. An interesting research question for this pilot site is how to build, organize, and sustain a community of users interested in maintaining their data sets as a commons and using them themselves. However, we also recognize that a single project that must fulfil their promises to the EU Commission is unlikely to realize the potential of more participatory approaches given the limitations of the funding instrument.

In terms of the cultural challenges posed by the Eurocentric top-down design of the pilot, we also note a high sensitivity to gender issues in the liberal Danish context: the binary distinction in the survey was perceived as outdated and offensive.

Also, the tone of the application, used as a research tool to collect diversity data, was perceived as overconfident and even insulting when trying to persuade students to cooperate. It should be mentioned that in the Danish pilot, it was decided to stick to English, as only one language could be used per pilot due to limited time and budget resources to develop the application. In addition, it was considered important to connect with the many international students at the university. Nevertheless, some Danish students felt discouraged from discussing personal issues or answering intimate questions in a foreign language. This problem was made particularly relevant by the COVID-19 pandemic and the isolation that accompanied it. In this context, it should be noted that the two supervisors involved in the Copenhagen pilot are Italian and Hungarian, used to speaking English in their work environment.

**The Paraguay pilot**

The Paraguay pilot was carried out following the generalized procedure described above. Although in this paper we also include India and Mexico under the term “Global South,” Paraguay is the only pilot site geographically located in the Southern Hemisphere, where the academic calendar is opposite to that of the North. This came with a host of challenges in terms of timing, rhythm, etc.

Despite the organizational challenge, the consortium team was able to accommodate the timing and rhythm of the overall project. Furthermore, everyone involved in the project design agreed that the pilot would require special knowledge of the local culture and slang, especially because in Paraguay, most people speak a mixture of Guarani and Spanish, which we call Jopara. The need for understanding this specific slang and the culture embedded within it makes the participation of local experts elementary. During that participatory design process, the applicability of Eurocentric approaches was fundamentally challenged.

Despite many efforts in terms of alignment, it was difficult to engage students in the pilots, especially in the I-Log chat application activities. In Paraguay, there is no established culture of collaboration in these types of studies. Given this situation and the fact that most students work long hours apart from their studies, they would have needed a strong thematic or economic incentive to make the effort to participate. Despite these obstacles, those students who nevertheless participated were remarkably active and enthusiastic about the general project idea.
Another interesting feature is the use of technology. Instead of the original purpose (i.e. to ask for and offer help in solving specific tasks), UC students used the WeNet application primarily for casual and non-targeted forms of interaction. This could be due to the physical distancing requirement during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Another particularly relevant point in terms of the limits of Eurocentrism is related to the preparation of the questionnaire, which was initially supposed to be unified to generate comparable data sets but had to be readapted many times to speak to diverse living realities. Given the different cultural contexts and the variances from European higher education contexts, for a transcontinental project like WeNet, it turns out to be hardly feasible to use a uniform survey and collect the same data indicators, even if this would feed scaling aspirations and desires for extracting easily reusable data sets.

For the European partners, for example, one of the relevant aspects to be covered is student mobility, housing, and living conditions. In Paraguay, over the past 25 years, many universities have been established. Currently, 56 universities are accessible to Paraguay’s 7 million inhabitants. Many have multiple campuses in different cities and cover the most populous regions of the country. Despite significant differences in the quality of study, it is the norm for students not to move to another city to study but to stay with their families and look for opportunities nearby. This reduces opportunities for shared housing and other types of social interaction among students that seem common in European higher education contexts. In addition, full-time students are a small minority. The vast majority are part-time students whose primary occupation is paid work. Under these conditions, university life is essentially limited to attending lectures and, when necessary, laboratories. Students are used to studying at home, and there are almost no rooms for studying at the university. Social relationships, friendships, and the feeling of belonging to a community with fellow students are also lower due to the double burden of work and care responsibilities. This is a striking difference from the pilot projects in Europe as, for example, at LSE in London, participants reported a strong sense of belonging to a community, which also reduced their concerns about privacy.

Housing and living conditions are also different. Unlike in the European cities where the first two pilot iterations were designed, citizens in Paraguay try to avoid public transportation at all costs. This is mainly due to safety issues and the overall poor reliability of public services in Paraguay. As a result, students are accustomed to seeking safe parking on university campuses or in the neighborhood. In response, we worked with our European partners, who were sensitive to this problem, to develop a variant of the uniform questionnaire tailored to the Paraguayan context. The third pilot phase also tested several possible scenarios for Paraguay. For example, a scenario aimed at bringing users together for community-based transportation solutions such as carpooling would have been very valuable to the local community but could not be implemented in the short term. Instead, a much easier adoptable scenario was implemented that focused on using the app for students to tutor each other in their studies.

Another issue of relevance is the state of data collection, with large differences in privacy protection between Europe and Paraguay. In Paraguay, there is currently no data protection law. In this way, we were able to comply with the binding regulation for EU-funded projects. In the meantime, Paraguay is working on its own data protection law, and once it is passed, it could pose new challenges to the applicability of the GDPR standard.

Finally, it is worth noting that despite obstacles, a way was found to allocate some financial resources from the European project to conduct not only the pilot study but, to a limited extent, also research. This way, buying into the extractive dynamic attributed to data colonialism that has been found to be prevalent in private sector tech innovation endeavors was indeed avoided. This was thanks to the proactive engagement of the European partners and their willingness to share their university funds in order for the Paraguayan pilot to go beyond simply carrying out western ideas. As a result, comparative data analysis has been conducted, leveraging the collected data for tackling region-specific and broader research questions, thereby overcoming blunt extractivism.

The India pilot

The India pilot was conducted at Amrita University with its six campuses. It involved a survey followed by I-log data collection. Regardless of students’ different native languages, most university courses in India are taught in English. This made the survey easy to implement, at least language-wise. While there was no direct funding from the EU, as there is no bilateral agreement, part of our expenditure on pilot implementation mimicking the centralized design was made possible with direct funding from Trento University, where the consortium lead was based. The Eurocentric approach had advantages and disadvantages. Among the advantages was the opportunity to compare with European data to see how the data collection methodology can help transcend European boundaries and reflect diversity among participants and between countries, for example, in examining student behavior and mood when using the prototypes. However, because this was the only Indian pilot project with even less funding than Paraguay or Mexico and was not adapted in any way, comparative data analysis at the local level to address local research needs was not possible.

Given this situation, the Indian pilot project, like the Paraguayan one, encountered several practical challenges. In our case, the diversity survey was an initial component sent to students at a time when sensitivity to data reuse
was heightened due to the “remote-only” phase caused by lockdown and computer use outside the classroom. More than three-quarters of the students did not want to cooperate. Among the incomplete questionnaires were those in which students did not indicate which faculty or department they were studying in, which academic year, where they were living during the semester, and in what type of housing. This can be taken as a first indication of skepticism about privacy. Although the goals of the survey were communicated, some students emailed to ask if there was a pretext, such as control or surveillance as one of our goals. Since this was, of course, not the case, we received positive responses about their willingness to cooperate. This cautious, even suspicious, attitude can be taken as another indication of heightened privacy concerns.

When we asked students who had completed the questionnaire to cooperate with I-log data collection, we received several messages from students complaining about that data collection disrupting their daily routines because of the frequently interrupting questions on the app. Only a small percentage of respondents cooperated. The request was made at a time when most students had to sit in front of their computers for six or more hours straight, and this computer fatigue was one of the reasons for refusal. Some students told us that the questions about activities of daily living had become an “extra workload.” Other students wrote that they had problems with server synchronization of the collected data.

In terms of content, similar to Paraguay, key aspects of the descriptions in the standardized survey, including housing and living situations that reflect European standards, were experienced as confusing because most Indian students go through only one (living with parents or a guardian) or two options (living in a dormitory or in a private apartment in or near the university) in their lives. Several conclusions can be drawn from this experience, which provides additional context for the case study given the comparatively low number of participants. We hypothesize that the reason why only a small proportion of participants responded fully is that, unlike the funded European partners, the Indian pilot was unable to offer incentives or provide resources for co-design, which would have resulted in a more customized and thus locally meaningful version of the pilot that would also have motivated students to participate. Overall, there was a lack of sensitivity for how to best manage the inclusion of ICT-use into the lives of local students, their living circumstances, and the existing digital infrastructure. Even if data collection is governed by GDPR-compliant methods, local sensitivities must be taken into account, and this should be reflected in the recruitment process.

The Mexico pilot

The Mexican pilot took place in San Luis (population 825,000), the capital of the Mexican state of San Luis Potosí, located in central Mexico. There are several universities in the city with a large and diverse student body. In this case, bilateral agreements with the EU were in place and the budget was also doubled by the same amount from local research institutions, who, on top of the operational money from the EU, gave additional money for design and research. On that basis, a multidisciplinary team of researchers from IPICYT and Idiap designed a tailored pilot project divided into three main phases. This made the case decidedly different from the other Global South pilots. First, the research team conducted a customized and structured campaign to recruit students through social media and presentation workshops. This was based at Universidad Autonoma de San Luis Potosí and Universidad Tangamanga, two leading universities in the city. The campaign’s focus was to address the obesity epidemic in Mexico, a health problem that strongly concerns and severely affects students throughout the country.

The pilot thus addressed an issue that many Mexican students intrinsically care about (Meegahapola et al., 2021). Cases that have little impact on local communities, in turn, are difficult to promote among Mexican students, even when there are economic incentives. The main motivation for the volunteers who participated was the opportunity to provide mobile data that would allow documentation of the influences that the environment, opportunities, or life circumstances have on obesity. The appropriate characterization of this data will inform the development of community-based health interventions working with local student communities. Because of the clear relevance of the study, the recruitment campaign was successfully carried out by supporting volunteers, including students, teachers, institutional authorities, and local media.

The second phase of the pilot project consisted of an experiment run from September to December 2019 to test and validate the methodology developed to collect real-world data. The mobile data collected during the pilot provided information about the context surrounding food consumption, captured by the participating students. However, some limitations of the overall approach also became apparent during the development of the pilot project. The application used for data collection was not compatible with many of the phones used. Most students in Mexico have outdated cell phones and cannot afford phones with the latest operating system, which was assumed as the norm by the EU-based technical partners. In addition, the brands and features of phones sold in Mexico are often different from those in Europe. Therefore, many students had to borrow a compatible cell phone or refrain from participating. Software differences led to difficulties for students to receive important notifications needed to provide data at the expected time and place. This situation led to some participants’ frustration and hindered the pilot’s development. This experience highlights the importance of involving the local research team and communities from the...
beginning. Adapting the methodology and technology to the local context is essential to address the different circumstances of the target groups.

Finally, in the third phase, a pilot like the one implemented in the other sites was run in June 2021. The approach of the pilot changed significantly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Schools in Mexico were closed in March 2020 and reopened in September 2021. For this reason, all interactions with students took place online, which had a detrimental effect on motivation.

The Mexican pilot was the only one among the pilots in the Global South that used a design tailored to the needs of local people, which attracted many participants in the first round. However, this co-design process should not only consider a comprehensive understanding of the local context but also consider technological limitations and the specific interests of the target population, which can vary widely even within communities in the same city. In our experience, pilot studies that take the needs and interests of collaborating volunteer communities seriously may not achieve the largest data sets, but they can achieve richer and more meaningful ones. Addressing community challenges requires creating synergies among all participants to be effective. When co-designed with local stakeholders’ help, pilot projects can foster such synergies. This is important because an experiment like the one discussed here, which focuses on diversity, should benefit all partners equally to live up to its objective of making a difference in private sector activities. Ultimately, this is the only safe way to avoid neocolonial dynamics, where one-size-fits-all data extraction is paramount to creating big and monetizable data sets, and the benefits are unequally distributed.

From the beginning, the Mexican pilot took this into account in the expanse of voluntary additional engagement of local researchers. In the process, all dimensions must be considered, from attention and time to tailored local expertise, as well as addressing technical incompatibilities in the field. In conclusion, community-based, locally co-designed pilots are more likely to contribute to efforts that move away from neocolonial practices, but they require more and different funding opportunities.

**Comparative analysis**

The following is a comparative analysis of the different pilot sites. This analysis is situated on two interrelated levels. One relates to the broader political-economic context (“Related works and conceptual background” section) and the other to the more specific project context (“How are these considerations reflected in concrete practice?” section). In the following, we focus on the interplay between these two.

A first striking feature that comes to light through the comparative perspective is the apparent need to start the co-design process already in the recruitment phase, as all pilots report difficulties with the standardized process, such as a lack of sensitivity in dealing with privacy concerns. The exception here is the Mexican pilot, which began customization at this stage. Another striking feature in this regard is the adaptation to different technical standards and infrastructural conditions. Here, the Danish pilots had the least difficulties, working with a fixed norm according to EU standards, while all others reported technical difficulties with this standard. In these cases, the need and value of comprehensive co-design becomes very clear.

Things become more complicated when it comes to the content of the data collection. While Mexico makes a strong case for tailored design throughout, which is useful for solving local problems but makes comparability difficult, Denmark, though critical of it, expresses an understanding of the technical needs to work with standardized data sets that can be more easily merged to train robust algorithms, and to meet the scaling requirements that some of the reviewers demand. This is especially true when participant numbers are low, which was the case in Denmark, but not in Mexico. This, in turn, is a good argument for the Mexican strategy of throughout tailoring, because it is precisely this strategy that has led to high participant numbers. At another level, the value of comparability was highlighted by Paraguay and India, as this allowed them to conduct relevant research with the data despite limited resources, which was seen as a way to avoid repeating neocolonial practices of unidirectional data extraction. In all cases, however, it was also clear that without some level of co-design, it is impossible to conduct meaningful pilot projects. At a minimum, this means that a standardized survey must incorporate different living realities to not deter participants. To achieve meaningful results and avoid replicating private-sector, data-capitalist, or even colonialist practices, in some cases where time and funding allowed, a customized design was used in the third pilot iteration. This can be seen as the result of a learning process that took place within the project. Reflecting on this, the contribution of the pilot sites in the first two iterations can be described as “translators” of a Eurocentric design into diverse local contexts.

In all cases, with or without comprehensive co-design, research was conducted, and joint publication projects were initiated (including this one). This was despite the fact that there was no official funding for such activities. Notwithstanding, all project partners agreed that it was elementary to involve local experts not only in data collection, but also in research, in order to share the benefits and not fall into an extractive logic. However, in the absence of formal funding for such activities, the important role of Global South partners in co-design, translation, diversification, analysis, and co-authorship was largely carried out “pro bono” or thanks to voluntary grants from EU partners, with the latter receiving all funding for research and design.
This meant not only that Global South partners were financially and structurally dependent on EU partners, but also that they had to do most of the co-creation work in addition to their regular jobs to earn a living.

The results are, therefore, ambivalent: while working on projects like the one discussed here was perceived by all partners as a great opportunity and enrichment, the structurally embedded inequalities make it a delicate challenge to build working relationships on an equal footing and to counteract existing power asymmetries instead of reinforcing them. In summary, the inclusion of local expertise is essential to the success and quality of a project that seeks to look beyond a Eurocentric horizon. However, this is carried out on the shoulders of people who work overtime and receive little compensation for it. Under these conditions, our co-design and research efforts have done well to avoid neocolonial logics of unilateral data extraction, but were limited in terms of overcoming paternalistic relations of inequality.

Confronting the two sides of the neocolonial circle: Extractivism and paternalism

Reflecting on our collective experience in the context of an EU-funded but transcontinental research and innovation project, we can draw some broader conclusions that we explicitly situate within historically rooted but still effective structures of inequality:

Avoiding data extractivism is a major challenge in a project constellation where data collection plays a central role and where most of the funding comes from the EU but is intended to be used only to carry out the research planned and targeted by the EU partners, without distributing design and research expertise equally among the partners. If such a policy is implemented unquestioningly, it puts partners in the Global South in the position, so to speak, of doing the manual labor that EU partners then use as a basis for their intellectual work. When this is coupled with a unidirectional flow of data, where data is the valuable commodity that is taken from the South and enriches the West, we are indeed dealing with neocolonial structures. These neocolonial structures ultimately harm all stakeholders by undermining the innovative potential of learning from diverse communities. To avoid this, two strategies can be employed. First, standardization must be challenged despite its scaling-oriented benefits. Although there are pro and con arguments, the ultimate deciding factor here is the question: cui bono? Despite the arguments favoring standardization, we have learned from our deliberations that local adaptation is necessary to make participation more attractive to people living in very different sociocultural contexts. To do this, local teams must be involved not only in the implementation phase of the research, but also in the early stages of project planning and design. Second, it is elementary that those who collect the data be involved in the research, analysis, and publication. Therefore, in our case, all project partners went to great lengths to ensure that joint research was conducted with the collected data, resulting in joint publications (Schelenz et al., 2021; Meegahapola et al., 2021, 2022; Assi et al., 2023). This ensures that all stakeholders benefit from the data they help produce and that the data are used in ways that are relevant to different local contexts.

Avoiding paternalism is by far the more difficult part because it cuts most deeply into interpersonal relationships, which are shaped by historically established and normalized inequalities, while also requiring the most far-reaching structural changes. Although the voluntary transfer of own research funds from EU partners to partners in the Global South and their proactive participation in design decisions and research make it possible to avoid extractivist dynamics, avoid replicating the data colonialism of private sector companies, and even promote pluriverse perspectives, all these activities are taking place on the grounds of a relationship of dependency between the parties. This is exacerbated by the fact that the ultimate responsibility for the project’s success lies with the EU partners, while the associated partners are only allowed to participate unofficially without being given institutional authority. Such a structure provides an excellent template for perpetuating historically entrenched paternalism. Only if the EU funding instruments themselves are willing to rethink their “Europe-first” policies and see Europe as part of a larger, pluriversal whole will it be possible to challenge structures that, even if not intentionally, effectively confirm rather than redress existing relations of inequality.

Conclusion

Publicly funded and transcontinental technology development projects involve much more than just “exported” or “imported magic” (Medina and Costa Marques, 2014). Rather, the co-production and appropriation of technology by Global South actors can shake up Western notions of innovation, thereby being truly innovative in the sense of social innovation. To unleash this potential, we need to create spaces for collaborative and constructive self-critique. This paper is the result of such an exercise. Triggered by the critical whiteness perspective that embedded ethics research brought to the project, we became aware of some inconsistencies in our own work, which, despite its dedication to preserving and leveraging diversity, in some cases replicated the top-down logic that is prevalent in private sector innovation cultures. Therefore, we analyzed our experience to identify useful counter-strategies that are already available and their limitations. In summary, we can claim that when working towards it, we can indeed make significant differences to the extractive
private sector practices that are criticized under the term data colonialism. Nonetheless, we have also found that it has been almost impossible to overcome paternalistic logics in the scope of our abilities. The reasons for this, we believe, are symptomatic of broader problems: first, the methodological credibility and knowledge production of local researchers from the Global South continues to be undermined by deeply entrenched institutional structures; second, even publicly funded researchers work under the pressure of scalability imperatives, which in turn are influenced by data capitalist models. In the words of Sandra Harding, “We need to rethink what the background is and who and what we are foregrounding” (Harding, 2011). In the current scale-fixated innovation culture, local context is in the background, and large-scale data extraction and analysis is in the foreground, but the latter is meaningless unless more emphasis is placed on the former (Kitchin and Lauriault, 2015). At the same time, publicly funded intercontinental research collaborations are becoming more frequent and important, not least as a response to private sector strategies. To ensure that they are equally beneficial to all participants, we need to tweak funding instruments and support infrastructures toward a more equitable distribution of power and design space to enable pluriversal research and innovation.
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Note

1. In what follows, we use the terms “Global South” and “Global North.” By doing so, we resort to the North–South dualism, as it helps to mark important power asymmetries while at the same time acknowledging the diversity of the areas addressed.
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